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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
New Mexico leads the way with Clean Energy: the new law
offers New Mexicans a chance to do something about nothing
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The bill passed with a vote of 43-22 in the state’s Democrat-led legislature,
and was signed into law. But let’s look at what the law offers (read ‘requires
ulies’ to do). The goal (read requirement) is for the state (read PNM) to
have a porolio of 50% renewable energy by 2030, 80% by 2040, and 100%
by 2045. The state has required PNM to change its current mix of reliable and
low cost fuels of 56% coal, 22% nuclear, 12% natural gas, and 10% renewables
into a mix of 50% and then 80% renewables. Can they do it? Probably, but into a mix of 50% and then 80% renewables. Can they do it? Probably, but 
only with connued tax-payer subsidies. But let’s not let facts get in the way
of this excing progressive adventure.

The progressives want renewables, even though the industry doesn’t yet 
have evidence of what the reliability of these new sources will be or the cost
to you, the rate-paying customer. More specifically, the reliability of employ-
ing solar and wind-sourced fuels (each with their own unique intermient
loads) onto the transmission system is unknown. That is, these renewableloads) onto the transmission system is unknown. That is, these renewable
sources are not reliable 365 days a year and we don’t yet have a reliable
technology to store energy to fill in the gaps. This problem will likely be
solved at some point with investment, technology and subsidies, but we’re 
not there yet. And sll PNM is forced to close its coal-fired plants pre-
maturely without certainty about the reliability of future fuels on the grid
and its cost to us. But PNM isn’t worried about the costs you see, because
the PRC allows PNM to pass the costs of prematurely closing the coal plantsthe PRC allows PNM to pass the costs of prematurely closing the coal plants
& the new costs onto us, the rate-payer.

What this law really offers New Mexicans is a chance to do something that
means nothing. Even if we accept that greenhouse gases are created in part
by our acvies, and can be similarly reduced by our collecve acon, the 
impact of what New Mexico is doing is de minimis. NM is less than 0.048%
of the US economy which can serve here as a proxy for greenhouse-gas- 
producing acvity. The US is 24% of the world’s economy and only 13% of producing acvity. The US is 24% of the world’s economy and only 13% of 
the world’s greenhouse gases. China and India represent 33% of the world’s
greenhouse gasses and they aren’t doing a thing. But here we go full steam
ahead into the future as a showcase for the country as we always do as “the
incubator of great ideas.”  And did I menon the devastang impact of this
legislaon on the oil and gas industry?



Update on Senate Bill (SB8), Firearm Sale Background Check, which passed the House, Senate and was signed by
the Governor on March 8.

On March 7, 2019, House Republican Leader Jim Townsend and House Republican Whip Rod Montoya delivered
a leer to Secretary of State (SOS) Maggie Toulouse Oliver, requesng Republicans to prepare pe ons for
the disapproval and suspension of language amended into SB8. The pe on would annul new statutes amended
into Arcle 7 of Chapter 30 NMSA: UNLAWFUL SALE OF A FIREARM WITHOUT A BACKGROUND CHECK. The leer
noted that if 10% of the qualified electors sign such a pe on and return it within four months of the next generalnoted that if 10% of the qualified electors sign such a pe on and return it within four months of the next general
elecon, the SOS is required to submit the queson of the law’s approval or rejecon for annulment on the next
general elecon ballot.

The SOS has refused to prepare such a pe on on the grounds that the law was designed to protect public peace,
safety and health, thus it cannot be the subject of referendum. She also cited a few technical issues, which will
be fixed and the pe on request reissued.

During the session, House and Senate members received thousands of phone calls from the public asking that 
members vote against SB8. The Democrats ignored the public and the majority of sheriffs in the state and votedmembers vote against SB8. The Democrats ignored the public and the majority of sheriffs in the state and voted
for the bill.  Of the 33 counes in NMl, 27 have passed a 2nd Amendment sanctuary resoluon. It was reported in
the Santa Fe New Mexican on March 14 that, Michael Bloomberg’s advocacy group, Everytown for Gun Safety,
donated $400,000 to NM Democrats in the 2018 elecon. Speaker Brian Egolf received $13,500, Santa Fe 
Democrats Andrea Romero and Mahew McQueen and Los Alamos Democrat Chrisne Chandler each received
$2,500. It is clear whose voice carried when it came me to vote.

Many people have asked to sign the pe on, yet it is sll in the hands of the SOS and therefore currentlyMany people have asked to sign the pe on, yet it is sll in the hands of the SOS and therefore currently
unavailable. Rep.Townsend wrote on his Facebook page, “we are working on this and are not sasfied with the 
opinion of one elected person overriding the rights of our right to referendum.” This is only one reason why the
SOS office is so important. It is for this kind of acon, as well as efforts to change our vong laws, that George Soros
helped fund Maggie’s campaign and listed her as a “progressive champion.” She now wants to be our next US Senator. 

Roundhouse Update
from Sharon Moola

We encourage you to write issue-based leers of support of our posions. We recommend that
you follow the guidance on our website when wring leers. See: www.santafefrw.com/members

“How to write effecve leers to Editors and Congressmen.”



As part of the SFFRW’s annual plan to focus on the policy issue of mental health among others, we will
present this recent 3-part series recently published by the Heritage Foundaon in our next 3 newsleers.

Copied here with permission.

Part I: Mental Illness, Firearms, and Violence
January 31, 2019  
Authors:  John Malcolm and Amy Swearer

SUMMARY

This is Part 1 of a three-part series of papers examining the intersecon of mental illness, violence,
and firearms. As the naon sits in the midst of a serious discussion about gun violence in general,
and mass shoongs in parcular, we must ensure that policy decisions regarding Second Amend-and mass shoongs in parcular, we must ensure that policy decisions regarding Second Amend-
ment rights reflect an accurate understanding of the role mental illness does and does not play
in gun violence, as well as an accurate understanding of why the United States is suffering from
a crisis of untreated serious mental illness.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

* Policies aimed at protecng the public from mass public shoongs must not overlook the role
of firearm access by individuals with serious mental illness.
* Such policies must also take, however, a holisc approach that accounts for the various factors* Such policies must also take, however, a holisc approach that accounts for the various factors
known to impact rates of firearm-related violence.
* They must also do so without infringing on the constuonal rights of those who are not at risk
of violent behavior.

In order to understand the relaonship between mental illness, violence, and firearms, we must
first understand the complex phenomenon of “mental illness.” Although many Americans will
experience some degree of mental illness at least once in their lives, only a small percentage will
develop serious, chronic mental illnesses that substanally impact their ability to funcon on a develop serious, chronic mental illnesses that substanally impact their ability to funcon on a 
daily basis.

“Mental illness” is a complex topic that affects millions of Americans every year.”

The most common interacon of mental illness and firearm-related violence is suicide, which 
accounts for two-thirds of all annual gun-related deaths. While the United States has a comp-
aravely high percentage of suicides that are commied with firearms as opposed to other means,
it does not have a parcularly high overall suicide rate compared to countries that severely limit
civilian access to firearms. It is clear that mental illness plays a key role in suicide, whether carriedcivilian access to firearms. It is clear that mental illness plays a key role in suicide, whether carried
out with firearms or through other means, but policies seeking to reduce the overall suicide rate
should account for the many factors associated with increased risks of suicide, not just the presence
of mental illness. Similarly, broad limitaons on firearm access for individuals who are not neces-
sarily at a heightened risk for comming suicide are unlikely to meaningfully impact overall suicide
rates and should be viewed with a heavy dose of skepcism.



Finally, while most mentally ill individuals are not--and never will become--violent, certain types
of untreated, serious mental illness are associated with a higher prevalence of interpersonal violent
behaviors. In parcular, untreated serious mental illness is prevalent in a substanal majority of 
individuals who commit mass public shoongs. As with suicides, this does not suggest that mass 
killings by individuals with serious mental illness are likely to be reduced by broadly liming civlian
access to firearms. The connecon between untreated serious mental illness and specific types of
firearm-related violence cannot, however, be overlooked, and must be addressed as one of the manyfirearm-related violence cannot, however, be overlooked, and must be addressed as one of the many
factors in a truly holisc approach to understanding the interacon between mental illness and 
violence.

I. What Is Mental Illness?

In order to understand the role mental illness plays in violence generally, and in firearm-related
violence specifically, we must first answer one important queson: What is mental illness? This is 
no easy task, as mental illness is an extraordinarily complex phenomenon. “Mental illness” refers
to a medical condion that causes significant behavioral or psychological symptoms that impair ato a medical condion that causes significant behavioral or psychological symptoms that impair a
person’s ability to think, feel, and relate to others, which oen causes “a diminished capacity for 
coping with the ordinary demands of life.”

The term “mental illness” is used interchangeably with “mental disorder,” which the American 
Psychiatric Associaon defines as “a syndrome characterized by clinically significant disturbance in
an individual’s cognion, emoonal regulaon, or behavior that reflects a dysfuncon in the psycho-
logical, biological, or developmental processes underlying mental funconing.”

Put more simply, mental illness is a medical condion that primarily affects a person’s thought Put more simply, mental illness is a medical condion that primarily affects a person’s thought 
processes and emoons instead of his or her physical abilies.

Just as there are many different types of physical illnesses, there are many different types of mental
illnesses. It is a broad definion that can include a number of subset mental illness “groupings,”
like affecve disorders, personality disorders, anxiety disorders, and psychoc disorders.

It covers such varied diagnoses as schizophrenia, depression, bipolar disorder, post-traumac stress
disorder (PTSD), and agoraphobia.
As with physical illness, the symptoms of mental illness can range from mild, temporary, and manage-As with physical illness, the symptoms of mental illness can range from mild, temporary, and manage-
able to severe, life-long, and debilitang. And, similiar to physical illnesses, mental illness is a very
common occurrence, with anywhere from one-third to one-half of Americans experiencing mental 
illness at some point in their lives.
Many of these individuals, however, will never present a danger to themselves or others, nor even
find themselves significantly or chronically impaired. In other words, only a small subset of individuals
with mental illness will suffer from “serious mental illness,” which is generally defined as a “funconal
impairment which substanally interferes with or limits one or more major life acvies.”impairment which substanally interferes with or limits one or more major life acvies.”



While any subset of mental illness can rise to the level of “serious mental illness,” individuals with
schizophrenia, bi-polar disorder, and major depression comprise the bulk of those suffering from 
serious mental illness. Fewer than 1 in 25 individuals in the United States will develop one of these
serious mental illnesses.

The breadth and complexity of mental illness presents a major challenge to simplisc concepons
of mental illness and its relaonship to violence. Proper care must be taken to disnguish among 
different types of mental illness, the circumstances under which some mentally ill individuals maydifferent types of mental illness, the circumstances under which some mentally ill individuals may
become violent, and the policies that will prove most helpful to addressing this limited subset of 
seriously mentally ill individuals. It is important that all persons--whether medical professionals,
policymakers, law enforcement, or just concerned cizens--refrain from categorizing and treang
mentally ill persons as a group instead of as individuals with varied and complex histories, problems,
and outlooks. That having been said, while there are sll many unanswered quesons regarding 
the role mental illness plays in violence trends, what is clear is that untreated serious mental
illness does, indeed, play a significant role.illness does, indeed, play a significant role.

Please go to the Heritage.org website to read the enre arcle with footnotes.
hp://www.heritage.org/civil-society/report/part-I-mental-illness-firearms-and-violence

,



Want your business recognized by hundreds of 
Republican women in Santa Fe?  

Contact us at:  www.santafefrw.com   RE: Business Adversing

Consituonal workshops presented by
 Krisanne Hall, a lawyer who specializes

in constuonal law.
For more informaon visit:
wethepeoplenm.net/ccc



Upcoming Events
in Santa Fe

Monthly Santa Fe County 
GOP Meeng

3rd Tuesday each month
5:30p - Social Time
6:00p-7:15p - Meeng

Women’s Club on Old Pecos Trail

The Great American Picnic
@ Las Campanas’ Log Cabin
Saturday, July 27, 2019

4:30p-7:00p
Higher Ground Bluegrass Band
Bring your boots for dancin‘
Line dance lessons too!Line dance lessons too!

Must Register/Pre-Pay Online
www.santafefrw.com/EVENTS
$75/pp -- Early bird discounts! 

Enjoy your Summer!!
No FRW lunch meengs for

June, July, Aug
See you July 27th @ Picnic!!

and again
Sept 9th for our lunch meeng!

“Freedom is never more than one
generaon away. We didn’t pass it to
our children in the bloodstream. It must
be fought for, protected, and handed
on for them to do the same.”

- Ronald Reagan


